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Society today is still much in the dark when it comes 
to understanding the mentally ill patient. Because of this 
lack of understanding, the mentally ill patient is often met 
with suspicion and intolerance rather than patience and accep~ 
ance which is essential if he is to make a better adjustment. 
Psychosis is a break .from reality. Henry Freeman 
states that most patients leaving the mental hospital for a 
year's trial visit are .feeling insecure about their return to 
family and community. Most of them are improved, but .far .from 
being cured of their mental illness and need additional help 
and protection .for a time if they are going to be helped.l 
It is the role of the social worker, then, in a mental hospital 
to help ease some of the pressures which face the patient while 
h e is trying to establish himself in the community. 
In this thesis the author has attempted to study in 
specific cases how, through a careful evaluation and under-
standing of the pa tient's needs, the case worker was able to 
establish a meaningful relationship and, thereby, to help the 
patient make a better social adjustment in the community or to 
lHenry Freeman, "Casework with Families of Mental 
Hospital Patients, 11 Journal of Social Case Work, 28:107, 
March, 1947. 
1 
recognize the need for further treatment. She has also 
attempted to show in some ways how case work treatment with 
psychotic patients differs from other aspects of case work. 
For examp le, how do the treatment goals differ, i.e., how are 
they limited by the patient's orientation to reality? Also, 
what are the most effective treatment techniques in these 
situations? 
Not only is it important for the case worker to be 
able to work directly with the patient, but she must also be 
able to work with his family an d other important people in his 
environment. Sk ill is nee ded in evaluating the role that these 
people play in the adjustment of the patient. Lois French 
states : 
With the return of the patient to his community, 
the social worker's task is to aid him in meeting 
a gain the relationships of home, family, friends 
and employers. Contacts with those in touch with 
the patient, following the pre-parole preparation, 
are made with the aim of insuring more understanding 
treatment, contact with the patient, himself, gives 
him an opportunity to discuss diffic~lties in his 
situation and attitudes toward them. 
Method of Study 
The three cases in this thesis were specifically 
selected fro m a lar g er group of cases by the author, with the 
aid of her supervisor, because they show an intensive effort on 
the part of the case worker to establish a meaningful relation-
ship, . and also because there was enough work done on the cases 
2Lois French, Psychiatric Social Work, p. 130 . 
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so that t he role of the worker could be evaluated. It is per-
haps n ot f air to single out specia l cases, b ecause in all cases 
the attempt is to establish a meaningful relationsh ip. Howeve~ 
the general p ressure of work is so g reat that the worker is not 
able to devote the same amount of time to the treatment of all 
cases. Also there are many cases in which intensive work is 
done, o ut the recording is not full enough to be fully evaluate~ 
r his i s due to the tremendous pressure of work. 
The names of the p atients discussed in this thesis are 
dis guised. Joseph Kelley was on trial visit from December, 
1946 to December, 1 947. Paul l.)e tinsky has b een on trial visit 
since March, 1946 ; his second year of trial visit was renewed 
in March, 19 47, the third year in March, 19 48 . 'rhe third 
patient, David Bloom, wa s on trial visit from October,l946 to 
October, 1947. 
These pat ients were discusse d with individual workers . 
Each case was analyzed to bring out t he followin g : 
1 . . An h istorical backgroun d of each p atient showin g 
his family , soci a l, educational, work and service a d justment. 
2 . Precipitating causes of the illness and a brief 
description of hospital treatment. 
3. An analysis of the cas e vvork treatment showing 
dia gn.ostic think ing about the patient and his family, the 
situation that presented itself at the b e g inning of trial v isit; 
the course of case work treatment and the results. 
4. The wa y in which a meanin gful relationship was 
established, and why it was meaningful. 
3 
CHAPTLER II 
THE SOCIAL WORKER 1 S FUNCTION S A'r THE 
BEDFORD YE11ERANS ADlVII NI SrrR.ATION HOSPITAL 
The Bedford Veterans Administration Hospital is devoted 
to t h e care and trea t ment of nervous and mental disorders . It 




The social service sta ff operates a s part of a medical 
team comp ose d of doctors, social \'IJOrkers and psycholo gists. In I 
this team the social worker pe rforms the following functions : 
1. Through interviewing the pa tient, relatives and 
others, as well as through corresp ondence, the social worker 
evaluates the social, economic and emotional f a ctors involved 
in the illness affecting the patien t's ability to accept treat-
ment. She makes these finding s available to the doctors and to 
other d e partmen ts of the hospital. 
2. Assists the patient and his family in handling 
personal, envirorunental and financial problems . 
3. Interprets to the family and patient medical treat-
ment and other factors pertaining to mental con ditions . 
4. Assists the patient and his family during trial 
visit and helps in making preparations f o r dischar ge. 
5 . Pa r ticipa tes in joint staff mee ting s with doctors, 
psycholo gists and other pro fessi onal people. 
6. Co -ordinates hospital with regional office social 
4 
service activities in providing for assistance to the patient 
during trial visit when he lives out of the territory covered 
by the hospital social serviie. Re gional office services are 
utilized i n othe r instances also. Referral is also made to 
other ag encies when the patient's needs cannot be met by the 
Veterans Administration facilities. 
7. Help s to bring about a better understanding of 
mental illness throu@L interpretation to the co~nunity. This 
is done through p ersonal contact and in some cases through 
lectures. 
8. Help s the patient and his frunily to utilize com-
munity resources. 
9 . Participates in staff development by helping to 
l_5_ 
contribute to a better understanding of mental illness and case 
work . 
10. Participates in social research. 
Definitions of Le gal Terms 
1. Trial visit--The manager of the hospital is given 
the authority, after proper examination, to permit the patient 
to leave the hospital i n char ge of a guardian, relative, friend 
or by himself for a period of three months . This is extended 
every three months depending u p on the p atient ' s adjustment, up 
to the perio d of one year, at which time the patient is dis-
charged from the hospital if he h as ma de a satisfactory adjust-
ment . However, if in the opinion o f the doctor or if the 
patient desires to renew his trial visit for another year, it 
is required by law that the patient returns to the hospital for 
at least one ni ght. During this period the patient is under 
the supervision of the social service department. 
2. Guardianship--If the patient is comrnitted to the 
hospital, that is, if he has been legally found to be insane, 
a guardian is appointed to be le gally responsible for the 
patient. This guardian may be a relative or some other respon-
sible person . 
3. Conservator--In some instances a separate a gency, 
such as a bank or a lawyer, is ap pointed to have responsibility 
for the patient's funds. This can be done only if the patient 
is found to be legally incompetent . 1 
lveterans A&ninistration, Manuel MIO-C, July 10, 1947. 
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CHAPTER III 
WHAT IS IT? HQ 'iJij I S IT ESTABLISHED? 
A. Imp lications of Trial Visit Supervision 
1. Difficulties in Establishing a Relationship with 
the Patient. 
An analogy can be made between a meaningful friend and 
just a friend and the difference is in the degree of the rela-
tion ship. It can be said that a stronger and more meanin gful 
relationship develops with the friend with whom one is able to 
share one's thoughts and emotions and, so to speak, one's nups" 
and 11 downs. 11 'rhis same premise seems to hold true, although 
with a different emphasis, in a case work relationship and is 
necessary if treatment is to prog ress. Gordon Hamilton says: 
v\1len we say that treatment be gins in the first moment 
of contact, "contact" is used in a special sense. 
:Meeting and talking with a p erson does not necessarily 
touch him. A relationship is not necessarily estab-
lished. Treatment starts only when mutual confidence 
is established, only when the client accepts your 
interest in him and conversely feels an interest in 
you. wnen the applicant--a tense, possibly defensive, 
and certainly anxious individual--arrives, it is first 
important to gain his confidence through sympathy, 
respect, reco gnition of him as a person. There are 
always s ome elements of identification in this process, 
as well as some elements of objective detachment. 
If, and only if, some sort of rapport is established, 
he becomes your client. The relationship holds, 
sometimes negatively, some times pos itively, so long 
as treatment g oes on. The case worker must be able 
to tolerate, understand, and in a limited way handle 
not only feel i n gs of dependency, love, and gr•atitude, 
but ne gative feelings, dislike and an ger; but for 
the most part the case worker p lays the part of a 




or frustrated individual. All human relationships 
imply a strong affective bond. Moreover, all rela-
tionship has to h a ve a reason for being . Unless the 
worker is prepared to put some thing into the relation-
shi p on behalf of his a gency, there is little sense in 
mere contact. Professional relationships are not 
merely friendly relationships. Contact is not for the 
sak e of contact. Agencies have pro grams, resources and 
limitations--in short, functions--so that the relation-
ship will be used by both worker and client with some 
reference to what the a g ency is equipped to do.~ 
This definition seems to presuppose that the client 
comes to the worker for help. Therefore, in the case of trial 
visit supervision, it mi ght seem contradictory. That is, many 
of the p atients who have suffered a mental illness and are home 
on trial visit do not realize the need for help and, in fact, I 
deny any p roblems or mental illness. They do not want a social 
worlcer to visit t hem as she reminds them of the hospital and a 
period in their life which they would like to forget. Often 
the worker is met with rejection, not only by the patient, but I 
also by his family and is viewed with suspicion as a person who 
is there to ttsnoop" an d to bring the patient back to the 
hospital if he does not behave properly. 'rhis element of 
authority is true--the worker does visit when the patient and 
his family see no nee d for it. However, it must be interp reted 
by the worker to them as an effort to help the patient make a 
better adjustment. 
The same skills and techniques--abreaction, support, 
!Go r don hamilton, 'l'heory an d Practice of Social Case 
work, p. 189. 
I 
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reassurance, suggestion, manipulation, clarification and so 
on--are used in working with psychotic patients as in working 
with other people. However, it seems that because of the 
psychotic's inability to see reality, case work with ht~ i s , 
in many respects, different. It is more difficult to establish 
rapport as the psychotic person has difficulty in expressing 
himself in a world which he considers hostile. Therefore, the 
worker must create an atmosphere of warmth and acceptance. If 
the patient can learn to see her presence as an approving, pro- ~1 
tective measure, much anxiety will be lessened and perhaps the 
patient will gradually be able to express himself more fully. 
Helping a person back to reality is a slow process . Forcing a 
patient who is delusional and hallucinated to accept reality is 
useless. Rather the worker must use g reat patience. Emphasis 
on reality through the use of suggestion and persuasion can be 
made. Ethel B. Bellsmith says that by indicating courses of 
action clearly visualized by the worker but which have no 
reality for the patient, the worker may thereby'only inci'ease 
his confusion and anxiety. 2 
On the other hand, there are times when the patient 
needs and can appreciate motivation from the worker in helping 
hi:n to decide an ,..important issue. Ethel Bellsmi th goes · on to . 
say: 
2Ethel B. Bellsmi th, ncontributions of Clipi cal 
Diagnosis to the Professional Use of Authority with . t 'he l1Ie:n~aJly I · 
Ill Patient, 11 News-Letter, A.A.P.s.w. , 11:5, July, 1941.· 
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I n cases where the patient has still some contact 
with reality, the social worker should tak e a 
definite responsibility i n the situation and help I 
the patient reach a suitable decision. In her zeal J1 
to leave the patient f ree to choose, and to relieve 
herself of all responsibility, the social worker has I 
but increased his difficulties •••• The aim is to 
attemp t to brin g the patient bac1c to reality and to 
i n crease his area of r elationsh ips. To win his 
confi dence, she must accept him a s he is and manifest 
a sympathetic interest i n h is problem. She may use 
encouragement, su gge stion, an d persuasion, but should 
avoid disapproval or attempts to force the patient 
into s pecific action. By supportive therapy which 
strengt hens the patient's e go, t h e work er may dis-
cover an opportunity to form a relationship with him. 
A positive tran s f erence by the patient to the social 
worker can be used t o exp edite treatmen t.3 
One notices, also, i n working with psychotic patients 
how easily they feel rejected. "They evidence extreme sensi-
tivity to the slightest rej ection and since rejection itself 
is so much a pa r t of the etiolo g7 of their emotional distur-
bances, it is i mportant that we do not a dd to t his feeling.n4 
If the case worker knows this and can show a great deal of 
acc eptru1ce and sympathy, she has gone a long way in establish-
ing a goo d working relationship . 
The goals in case work treatment with psychotic 
patients are varied depending on the degree of mental disabil- 1 
ity. The work er must understand that psychotics are i mmature 
an d emotionally unstable and that they experience great 
3rbid., PP· 5-8 
4samuel Futterman, M. D., and Philip B. Reichline, 
11 I n take Techniques in a IVIent~l Hygiene Clinic," Journal of 
Social Case Work, 24 :49 , February, 1948. 
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difficulty and insecurity in trying to establish themselves. 
\ ith some patients the goal or aim is just helping the patient 
to stay out of the hospital. With others the aim should be to II 
help them to resume a gain their place in the family, at work 
and in the community. 
2. Difficulties in Working with the Family 
Another very important task the worker has in helping 
the psychotic patient to adjust is evaluating the role his 
family plays. Henry Freeman says t hat the worker has to be 
aware of three general areas i n order to be of utmost help to 
the patient: (l) feelin gs and limitations of the patient, 
(2) feelings and limitations of his relatives and (3) feelings 
and limitations of the cormnunity. He goes on to say further: 
Actually, most of our pos t-h ospital plans for 
improved patients deal in some way with the relatives 
and we have found we need the utmost skill in eval-
uating the role the relative will play. The failures 
in final r e turn of t h e patient to t h e hospital c ould 
have been prevented if more adequate dia [,!]lOsis of 
the relatives' attitudes had been made at the start.5 
There are thre e type s of relatives: (l) those who 
see1n capable of me eting the patient 1 s nee d, (2) those who have 








( 3) those who present ri gid and inflexible patterns • II 
Since it was the forces in the patient's environment, I 
originating in the family structure, that were at one time too I 
5Freeman, .££.• cit., p. 107. II 
I 
difficult for the patient to han dle, the work er will have to 
deal in some way with the r e latives. Perh a p s, in working with 
the third g r ou p , it is n eces s ary to help the patient establish II 
himself a way from t he fami ly. Ho v.rev er, it is i .Lnportant i n all 
i n stances to try to work constructively with the family. The 
work er shou l d constantly b e a ware of the unconscious nee ds of 
the family members an d try to gi ve understanding an d accep tance iJ 
to them. If she is successful in helping the family meet some II 
of their o vm needs, it is an indispensible tool in helping the 
patient to a ,:ij ust, as the family t h en is freed to accept an 
int e r pretation of the patient an d able to be 1nore understanding 
I 
of him. 
B. The Nature of Psychosis 
I 
In order to work with the psychotic patient and be able 
to establish a meaningful r e lationship with him it s e ems nec- Ill 
1
1 
essary to understan d somethi n g about the nature of p sychosis. I 
s y c ho sis is defined a s a mental derang ement--a break or rejec- 1 
II 
tion of reality. If a p erson is brought u p in an atmosphere of
1 
affection and with p ermission to express hhnself, he will 
develo p an inner strength, initiative and a sense of p ersonal 
integrity in relation to himself and to others. If, on the 
other hand, he is brought up in a reality that is harsh and 
rejecting, makin g it i mpossible for him to express himself with ll 
I 
satisfaction in a world that seems hostile, he substitutes an II 
inner preoccupation with himself--a turning to his o~~ b o dy and 
I 





on the basis of' hate and f'ear and if' he b reaks down his reac- ~~ 
tions come out in psychotic behavior. Arthur Noye s states: Jl 
These so-called disturbances are sLap ly certain 'j, 
aspects of the personality's attempt to deal with 
various problems of the individual's inner life. 1 
(At least this is the point of vi ew which most 
psychiatrists now prefer, except those cases where 
toxic or organic chang es in the brain interfere with 
the activity of the cells of the brain cortex just 
as injury to k idney cells interferes with the secre-
tion of urine.) Through these symptoms the indiv-
idual may be attempting to meet, to express various 
nee ds or purposes that intimately touch his inner 
life or they may represent attempts to reconcile 
conflicting des ires. The symp toms often serve as 
clues to pr oblems that are troublin g the patient and 
indicate the striving s so deep in his mental life 
that the patient is not aware of their existence. 
Repression usually locks up in the unconscious such 
wishes and striving s as are not permitted to appear 
in awareness. When, however, this is not successful 
a resort is ma de to co mpromise which find expression 
in the symptoms.6 
Arthur Noyes goes on to list various ways in which 
these disturbances are manifested: 
1. Disorders of percep tion, such as bewilderrnen t, con- ~ 
fusion, delusions ru~d h allucinations. I 
2. Disorders of thinking ; for example, autistic t h ink- .1 
ing . Often thought associations are not related and coherent; 11 
often there is a 11 fli gb. t of ideas"; that is, the thinking 
II process runs too quick l y with the result that there is a rapid 1 
II 
succession of superficially related i deas. On the other hand, I 
Jl there ...nay be a retardation of thought in which the initiation 
6Arthur P. ~ oyes , M. D. an d Edith 11o Haydon, R . N., A 





an d expr e ssion of though ts ~re slow. Some patients are circum-
1
J 
stancial in their thinking ; that is, they do not form s h arply II 
defined i deas an d are unable to di s tinguish the es s entia ls from, 
the non-essentials. 
3. Disor ders of content of thou ght. Thi s i s seen in 
i ndividuals who become fixated on one idea--an "over determine d 
or overv a lued i dea 11 whic h blinds the ind.i vidual to all else, ~~~~ 
an d hence only tho s e ob s ervat ions and memories are selected 
II 
which suit his purpo s e or con fir m it. Als o ther e ar e many 
forms of delusions or, in other words, f alse beliefs which 
prohibit the patien t f ro m s eein g r eality and maintaining a 
work ine adjustment with the v~rld. There are delusion s of 
grandeur, delusions o f self-accusation, delusions of persecu-
tion, delusions r e lated to the p rojection of the patient's 
faults on to other p eople and things, delusions of d epression 
and h ypochondriacal delus ions. 
4. Disorders of consciousness. 'rhis is manife sted in 
confusion, bewilder:.:nent, disorientati on; in extreme cases by 
coma an d d elirium. 
5. Disorders of aff e c ti vi ty. ·r his mean s t hat the 
patient's nfeeling t one " is out of p r oportion to t h e a ctual 
situation. For example, there may be ex tre"ne euphoria, ela tionil 
or exha l tation, or t here may be extreme depression of spirits, 
ten sion, anx i e ty or panic. 
6. Disor ders of ori entation . This means that the 
14 
I 
patient is not aware of his environment or of himself. I 
I 7. Disorders of motor aspects of behavior. The ~ 
patient may react to his illness by either extreme overactivity l 
I 
or else an inability to move at all. I 
8. In psychosis there :may also be a loss of attention 
and memory .7 
The patient is usually hospitalized when these symptoms 
are at their height. When he gDes on trial visit he is in 
remission, or at least he is not actively disp laying his 
I 
I 
syillptoms, which have become repressed again. I 
C. Treatment Techniques Involved in Establishing a Meaningful l1 
Relationship I I 
The fundamental task of the social wor•ker in working ., 
with patients who are on trial visi t from the mental hospital I 
is to help them to establish a b etter a djustment with the worldll 
I and, if possible, to give them a better understanding of them-
selves. Hester B. Crutcher says that the response to treatmenJ 
is amazing, that there are many patients who have abilities an~ 
capabilities for successful adjustment, if they can have the 
needed help durin g the convalescent period when the·y are a gain 
meeting the demands of family and communi ty life. 8 
Actually there has been very little wri tten about case 
'7rbid., PP· 67-88. 
BRester B. Crutcher, 11 The Function of the Psychiatric 
Social Work(}r in a Mental Hospital," :News-Letter, A.A.P.s. w., 




work treatment with the menta lly ill. In fact p sychiatry, 
I 
itself, has taken a very pessimistic attitude towar d treatment, !/ 
and there have been comparatively few attempts at psychotherapy 
with the psychotics. 
However , the social worker has a tremendous and chal-
lenging role i n helping the mentally ill patient to a better 
adjustment. By the very definition of her role--that of help-
ing in t he social sphere of things --she has a great deal to 
offer. If merel~ the pressures of living can be made easier, 
she has done much in helping the patient to stay well. Dr . 
11-ofe. ob 1~ 
John 1'/Iurray in a discussion of the/\social worker made the fol-
lowing statement to a group of psychiatrists and social 
workers: 
We must be aware of the tremendous role t he social 
worker has to play in these illnesses. We are lost 
without an intellig ent approach to these (social) 
problems by an intelli gent worker who understands the 
problerns and the role of the psychiatric team--
psychiatrist, social worker, a...nd psychologist. Some-
ti1nes it seems hard to define the team's responsi-
bilities. The trouble is that some members of the 
team do not know what they want to do and have 
continual difficulty over the area of responsibility, 
but I, myself, have never had trouble with a social 
worker concerning the pr ofessional focus •••• Ideally, 
a p sychiatrist mi ght be bes t, but I don't lmovv- of 
any psychiatrist who would go into the home to do 
social adjugtment therapy with work, school, rela-
tives, etc. 
9 Jolm J.1iurray, I'.'l . D., Consultant, Veterans Administration, 
Branch No. 1, Boston, Massachusetts, Iviember of the Bos ton I 
Psyc hoanalytic Ass ociation. In a consultation given at the 
Bedi'ord, :Massachusetts Veterans Adminis tration Hospital, 







The social worker has, therefore, through gaining a meaningful 
relationship with the patient all. d his family, much to offer 
the mentally ill in makin g a better adjustment. To gain this 
meaningful relationship the social worker must bring to the 
patient and his family an un derstanding of the situation and a 
sympathet ic attitude toward it. 
This can be done by helping to ease the social pres -
sures as much as possible in order to help the patient see 
reality as less harsh. If the social worker can give the 
patient a feeling of acceptance and understanding, which is 
perhaps a new experience for him, and also through her inter-
pretation of the patient and his illness to his family, make 
his environment less conflicting, she has done much in leading 
him toward a more healthy attitude. 
But how does the case worker establish a meaningful 
relationship? Dr . Edward Bibring, in his course given at the 
Boston University School of Social Work , entitled, "The appli -
cation of Psychiatric Principles to Case Work, 11 discussed the 
use of five basic therapeutic techniques--suggestion, 
abreaction, manipulation or learning through experience, gain-
ing insight through clarification and through interpretation . 
It seems quite evident that the se same tecrmi ques can be used 
II in WOl"king with psychotic patients. 11 
II Dr . Bibring describes suggestion as the insinuation or 
conveyance of certain be liefs, thoughts, feelings, impulses 
II 17 
and actions to the patient Ln a direc t or immediate way against 
any critical or lo gical thinking of the patient . There are twol 
type s of sue;gestion --therapeutic and technical. 'rherap eutic 'I 
I suggestion attacks the symptoms; for example, through the use 1 
I 
of pills or hypnotic suggestion . It is not used in c ase work . 1, 
Technical suggestion is used most l y in modern psychiatry and is / 
then used to help keep the person in treatment and to p romote 
better patterns of reaction. For example, suggestion is used 
to help the patient control his irrational behavior and to know 
i n what areas this control is necessary. It seems that sug-
gestion can be used successfully in v.orking with psychotic 




interpretation of the illness and a suggestion of a better way I 
'I 
to handle the pat ient. 
II 
Abreaction is a tool used by the psychoanalysts . Case II 
workers , through their release therapy, make use of the same 
II 
concept in a less intensive way . Through the release of emo-
tional feelings the patient is helped to express himself. This 
is an invaluable tool of the case worker. It is through this 
.medium that the case worker is able to g et at the patient's I 







reassurance and warmth and, thereby, to know how she c an meet 
hi~n at his level, and in what areas he needs help. 
it is very difficult to get a psychotic person to talk, but , 
perhaps , if the worker is patient and creates an atmosphere of 
_l_ _____ _ 
warmth an d acceptance, little by littl e the p atient may g et 
enou gh confidence in her to be able to express hims elf. To b e 
given a chan ce to t a l k in this type of atmo sphere can be a new 
exp erience to the patient, and perhaps can g radually help him 
to see that the world is not always so rejecting. Helping the 
pati ent to express himself is one of the first tools in estab-
lishing a mea~ingful relationship. 
Abreaction or release therapy helps t o reduce acute II I 
tens i ons , anxieties, hostilities and the like, which is i mpor- il 
tant not only b ecause it gives the pat ient emotional relief, :I 
but also because it helps the pa tient to become more aware of I 
I 
his feeling s. He feels better by being able to expres s him- 11 
self. He learns, also, from the case worker's attitud e that 
he can express hLnse lf without being punished. Wh enever h e 
acts he feels better. Release therapy also has a prevent i ve 
functi on i n t hat, if a pa tient has a chance to express himself, 
he need not 11 bottle-up 11 a ll of his anxieties and host i lities 
and is t hen permitted to move fo rward. 
Ivlanipula tion, another therapeutic techni que, describ ed 
by Dr . Bi b ring, is perhaps the most talk e d 
Environmental manipulation has always been 
in working with the mentally ill as we are 
create a more accepting environment. Th i s has b een done 
through working with the relatives. If it has been impo s sible I 
to do anything with them, perhaps a c omplete chang e of 
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envirorunent is necessary. To sen d a patient back into the same
1 
environment that made him sick is n o t constructive. Other ways 
in which manipulation can be used are found i n helping the 
patient to find jobs, go to school , enlarge his social rela-
tionsh i ps by help ing him to j oin s ocia l or ganizations and in 
some instances helpin g him to find a p lace to live. 
Dr. Bibring emphasized the need for p lanned manipula-
tion an d the need to use the emotional systems already 
in t h e patient to help him toward a better a d justment. In 
this manipulation is used in a broad sense. 
II 
lVIanipula tion can 11 
For e xamp le, if he feels jj 
rejected by all p eople, it is a new experience for him to find I 
He can then be I 
directly attack the patient ' s fears. 
somebody, t h e case worker, interested in him. 
helpe d to realize that other peop le can be interested in him . 
A patient is afraid to work . If through careful planning and 
i n terpretation, the patien t can be helped to find a job where 
he can find satisfaction, he might be able to learn that h e 
can work and b e acc ep ted. Eac h new success c an lead to 
ano t h er success. It is a slow process, and it seems t hat in 
working with p sychotic p eo p le one must be especially patient 
and no t push them into something which is t;oo much. But 
cons tant effor t shou ld be made toward motivation accompanied 
by much reassurance. Through manipulation the pat ient can b e 
helpe d to cop e wlth his environment . 




Bibring are insi ght through clarification and insight through 
interpretation. Insi ght through interpretation, as he defines :1 
!lj it, r efers to deep analytical i n terpretation an d does not fall 
in the area of case work. 
In fact in workin g with the psychotic patients, it 
'I ,, 
II 
seems i mportant that the case worker be especially careful not 
1
j 
to break down the patient's defenses, i.e., to probe into his il 
deep emotional conflicts . · It is best to keep him from having II 
as little anxiety as possible an d to encourage his former I 
repressions. Transference should remain as much as possible oniJ 
a posi t ive level. This is i mpo rtant as it helps to prevent 
further breakdown. The worker should always maintain an 
' 
II 
attitude of s~npathy, tolerance and an obvious interest in 
everything that the patient says . 
Insight throu gh cla rification, according to Dr. Bibring 1! 
is on t he conscious level and is an intellectual process. 
Feelings, attitudes and behavior pat t erns are clarified to 
help the patient to distinguish the real from the unreal so 







the patient must be in touch with reality to some extent beforejj 
he will be able to understand any typ e of clarification. r 
I n Dr. John Murray's discussion of the role of the 
case worker already referred to, the quest i on was asked 
I 
:I 
whether the case worker should rr interpret?n (!!Interpretation" j 
I 
was late r on clarified to have the same meaning as 
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I 
Dr. Bi bring ' s conc ep t of "clarification. tt) Dr. Murray said :j I 
then that in the case that was being discussed that, in order jl 
to help the patient, he would have to have a better understan ct- 11 
ing of his patterns of response. He made the following signif- ' 
icant statement: 
I t hink t his is an ideal case in which t he social 
worker _ functi ons on an interpretative level, but 
on the cons cious l evel. We do not invade the con-
flicts that are repressed--only t h ose which show 
their significance on the surface •••• The social 
worker's problem is how to handle a red-hot relation-
ship. The social worker must learn how to handle 
counter-transference •••• You will find that good 
social work is (1) being aware of transference, 
(2) intellectually understanding it and (3) knowing 
how to han dle your own counter-transference. • •• But 
easy doe~ it. We interpret gently, not with a 
mallet.lv 
A meaningful case work relationship seems, then, to be 
established by: 
1. Gaining an understanding of the patient by helping 
him to express himself. I 
2. Evaluating the role of the family and other impor- I 
I 
tant people in his enviroru"llent in order to know how the patient j 
will be accepted by them and how to help him make the best pos-1 
sible adjustment with them. I 
3. Giving acceptance, understanding and warmth to the 
patient and, if possible, to his family. 
4. Helping the patient to make a more comfortable 
adjustment through planned manipulation. 
IOI.bid., 4 5 7 pp. ' , • 
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5. Helping, if possible, to clarify his feelings, 
attitudes and behavior in order to help him make a more stable 
ru~d ind ep endent adjustment. 
Briefly, the aim of case work treatment for the .patient 
home on trial visit from a mental hospital is . to help him make I 










A STUDY OF 'rHREE CASES 
Joseph Kelley 
Case History 
Mr . K. is a thirty year old veteran of World War II 
who was admitted to the Bedford Veterans Administra-
tion Ho spital on January 31, 1 946, fro m his home via 
the VIes t Roxbury Veterans Administration Hospital. 
He has a diagnosis of Schizophrenic Reaction, type 
unclassified. 
The patient's family history is essentially negative. 
Both of his parents were born in Ireland. His father 
died in 1944 at the age of sixty. The cause of his 
death is unknown. His mother is sixty years old and 
in good health. The patient is the eldest of three 
children. He has a sister, Mary, a ge t wenty-seven, 
and a brother, John, a ge twenty-three. Both are 
reported to be making a good adjustment. 
The patient's early history, as revealed by the 
mother, seemed good. He was a good student and also 
a good athlete. In high school he was on the foot-
ball and basketball teams. His mother states that 
he got along well at home and was devoted to his 
parents. However, we learned from the patient's 
wife, Rita, that the father and mother had had a 
quarrel and di d not speak to each other for fifteen 
years prior to the father's death. 
Prior to service the patient worked with his father 
as a longshoreman until 1941, when he became a fire-
man. On an examination for the Fire Department he 
came out second in his class of two hundred ninety 
nine. He was a conscientious and steady worker. 
The patient was married at the a ge of twenty-four, 
after one year of courtship against the wishes of 
his family. He has two children. His wife is a 
rather stout and neatly dressed woman. She did not 
act with great sensitivity to the patient's illness . 
She seems to be a v ery active person. 
He is reported to have made a good adjustment in the 
Navy where he attained the rank of Coxswain. He 
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served from Au srus t, 1 944 , to January, l S'46 , an d was 
dis char g ed on points. He was sent overseas in June, 
1945. 
The onset of his illne ss is not known. In June, 
1 9 4 5 he stopped writing to his wife becaus e he 
learned from his mother that she was running around, 
going to beer parlors and so forth. Vfuen questioned 
by the wife as to why he didn 't write, he said, 11 I 
had nothin g to write about . 11 
On discharge from_ service, at his mother 's suggestion, 
he went to live vvi th his mother. The p atient did 
not object to this situation. He called on his wife 
frequently, taking her to ni ght clubs, shows and so 
forth. However, he had no intimate relations with 
her . 
'The wife states that she did not observe any abnormal 
behavior until just a few days prior to his admis-
sion to the hospit~l. After having seen the movie, 
11 Spellbound, 11 the patient called at her office and 
was greatly confused. She advised him to consult 
the p arish priest . The ni ght before admission he 
crawled on his hands and knees to his wife 's house, 
was c onfused, restless and tried to expose himself 
to his daughter. ':J.1he next morning he was found in 
bed with his wrists cut. 
On admission to the hos p ital the p atient was 
extremely overactive an d confused. He said that 
people were calling hLn names, that his wife's 
f~~ily were going to beat him and drive him crazy. 
He would never go to his wife ' s home a gain. He 
said that his wife had told him that he would have 
to crawl back to her on his hands and k nees if he 
want e d to have her back. Also, 11 Rita, she was a 
nice g irl, but I couldn't s p end enough money on her. 11 
Immediately after admission he became mute , inacces-
sible, asocial and depressed. He had the feeling 
that he would never g et well, but after twenty-two 
electric shock treatments, he became remarkably 
improved. It seemed that he was gainin g some insight. 
He became oriented, quiet, neat, attentive and 
easily accessible. On Dec ember 2 9 , 1946, after 
eleven months of hospitalization, he was discharged 
to trial visit. Hi s immediate plan was to live with 






/ his home with his wife. He also planned to get in 
physical trim by exercising at the gym and then go 
back to the Fire Department. 
Diagnostic Thinking 
The Patient 
This patient, although in good contact, was very pas-
sive. He was slow and hesitant of s p eech, lacked confidence inl 
his own abilities and was afraid of the future. He was unable 
to make his own decisions and was drawn between two domineering 
women, his wife and his mother . However, according to his 
mother, he was much the same as he had always been. 
Despite the patient 's supposedly good start in life--
his successful school history, his good pre- war occupational 
adjustment and his supposedly good adjustment in the Navy--a 
few pertinent ne gative factors stand out. One is the relation-
ship between his parents, which was revealed by his wife . In 
this connection one learns that his mother was domineering and 
his father passive. If this is true, it seems that one can. 
better understand the patient 's adjustment to life; his strong 
dependence on his mother and also his choice of wife wh o is the 
a ggressive partner in the marriage. Therefore, the clash I 
,_ 
between these two women was p robably the force which retarded 
the patient 's maturing . His marriag e from the very first was 
not too successful. He was never able to break away from his 
mother, therefore it was easy for her to implant seeds of doubt 
concerning his wife's faith fulness. Consequently, his break 
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from h is wife while overseas and the subsequent guilt 
on his return to this country seem significant in his 
over this 
I breakdO\IIJI"'J 
It has been suggested that he did not show a true schizophrenic 
p icture. Perhaps the breakdown would not have occurred if it 
the fact that the patient was eventually able to return to his 
wife and g et established a gain in the Fire Department. 
Throughout the year's trial visit there was much 
ambivalence in his desire to re-establish his home with his 
wife. At first his wish to remain with his mother was strong er, 
and he projected his own feelin gs in this matter on to his wife 
by constantly doubting her abi lity to follow through on her 
plans to establish a home. The patient found it difficult to 
accept the res ponsibilities of a husband and father, and for a 
lon g time 1~ emained in the adolescent sui tor role. He let his 
vdfe c a rry the r esp ons ibili ties for the children and the find-
ing of an apartment. 
However, from the beginning he had a sensible and 
inte grated plan as far as his work was concerned. He intended 
to g o back to the Fire Department.., but lacked confidence and 
sai d that he ha d to be sure tha t he was in good physical con-
dition. Therefore, he intended to do some work around the 
I 
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house and exercise at the gyw b efore attempting to work. He 
was aid ed in these plans by both mother and wife . It was per-
haps because of his success in going ba ck to vrork that he was 
eventually able to go back to his wife. 
The iJilife 
The worker also had to vvork a great deal V'Ii th the wife, 1 
of wh o se backgroun.d very little is lmown and only what is 
learned from the patient's mother. It seems that she was the 
eldest girl in a large family of rather limited means. She 
married the patient when he was fairly successful- -had a g ood 
job and a car. However, her dominant personality and a ggres-
siveness did not allow her to be satisfied for very long , and 
she made demands on the patient to make more money . She was 
not satisfied with the patient's passivity and wanted to g o out 
and have good times when he was content to stay at home . She 
reacted in immature ways to these frustrations--for example, 
go ing into temp er tantrums . She had a great need to show her 
interest in the patient and to dominate his life . She was 
jealous of everybody else, including the case worker, and 
needed to be sho¥m a great deal of assurance and acceptance. 
She was m1able to accept disappointments or to initiate any I 
he l p for the patient . She had a g reat enmity toward his mother. ! 
Perhaps it was this that gave her a sus t aining purpose-- that of l 
establishing a home. 
The wife showed great ambivalence in her efforts to set 
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up a h ome. She had a difficult time in giving u p her job at 
the Veterans Administration where she was receiving gratifica-
tion for her a ggressive p ersonality. 
Th r ou ghout the s p ecia l service contacts, the wife 
showed her interest in c ontinuing the relationship by mak ing 
almost all of the overtures--cal ling the patient to mak e dates, 
going over to his house to s p end nights, making contacts to 
find an apartment and so on. She did this a gainst the strong 
resistance of his mother. 
The Mother 
The mother continued to try to dominate the patient's 
entire life. She became increasingly hostile toward his wife 
and accused her of many things--fi ghting without provocation 
and hitting the patient. She was a lways fi ghting for the love I 
of the patient and trying to drive him away from his wife. She! 
was aided in her efforts by the patient's sister who was also 
leagued a gainst the wife for the affections of the patient . 
Analysis of the Case vVork--How a Meaningful Relationship Was 
Established 
With t h e Patient 
During the trial visit period continuous contact was 
had with this patient . The las t two months the case was taken 
over by a ne w worke~. 
The case work er was able to establish a meaningful 
relationship with this pa tient . He learned to a ppreciate her a ~ 
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great deal and t o turn to her for help. The worker p layed the 
role of a g ood mother , an impartial person or buffer, to whom 
the patient could turn for help in solving the difficulties in 
his 
him 
feeling s toward his wife and mother . The worker also gave II 
reassurance in his effo'rts to go back to the Fire Departmen~ 
I 
Throughout the case wo r k treatment t h e patient contin- 1j 
ue d to be a very passive p erson an d nee de d a lot of acceptance 
and reassurance from the case worker . Domineered and torn on 
all si des b'J the struggle between his wife and mother, he had a I 
great need to prove himself . He was not at first confident 
enough t o go back to the Fire Department and disp laced h is con-
cern onto his physical health. He went to the g~n to exercise 
but found that he g ot winded v e ry eas i ly. 'Jlhis fri ghtened him 
and he decided not to g o so often. He was afraid of becoming 
fati gued a gain . (The patient based his i l lness on the fact 
that he was tired.) However, the case worker reco gnized the 
deeper meani n g of this as a fear of h is menta l illn ess and 
tried to give him r eassurance t hat he could take it by suggest-
ing that he go oftener but f or shorter periods . However, he 
was not able to follo w throu gh on this suggestion . During the 
first four months of the trial visit p eriod, the work er d is-
cussed with him the possibility o f g oing back to the Fire 
Department where he had been assured that there was a job for 
him . She discu sse d with him his mental illness and t h is he l ped 
to give him some relief from anxiety . She continued to give 
II 
'' 
him reassurance that he would be able to wo rk. Also she 
arrang ed for him to g o to the hospital for a physical fitness 
test. The patient was at first reluctant to g o back to the 
hospital, and it was perhap s only on the strength of the good 
relationship which he had with the worker tha t he was able to 
do so. Finally, in the fourth month the patient went back to 
the F'ire Depar tment. 
After he had gone back to the Fire Department and 
become more assured of h i mself, he was more willing to talk 
about the anxieties that he had. The worker a gain gave him 
acceptance for these feelin gs and reas surance that he could do 
a g oo d job . His fears decreased as he found that he was able 
to do his duties as a fireman , and he found comfort for his 
anxiet ies during fires because of the fact that other men were 
around him and they were all co-operating . He tried for a 
Lieutenan cy but did not make out so well as he expecte d, and 
this was a blow to his self-esteem. I n this respect the worker 
was able to gi ve him reassurance, emphasizing what a great 
tri~~ph it was for him to be able to work and do a good job. 
Th e pa tient seemed t o get comfort fro m this acceptance. 
Because of' the worker's accep tan ce of his difficulties 
in going back to his j ob and the reassurance that she g ave him, 
the patient was better able to resume his work and to get sat-
isfaction out of it. If it had not been for the worker's 
efforts along this line the p atient would probably not have 
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been able to make so good an adjustment as he did in the short 
time because he would have been blocked by his fears. 
The patient's relationship with his wife continued to 
be a very precarious affair, and the worker was able to help 
him in this respect also. Through her work with the wife she 
was able to make things easier for him. He continually 
expressed doubt that she would follow through on her plans to 




resentment toward her. For example, at one time he did not 
II 
had difficulty in his acceptance of his wife because of his I 
But he was ambivalent and could I 
like to have his wife spending the night with him. Also, he 
mother's attitude t oward her. 
give neither her nor his children up. r herefore , the worker 
encouraged him to try to. follow through with his plans with his 
wife and emphasized the fact that his wife seemed to be tryin g 
to follow through on her plans to establish a home with him . 
Also through the work with the wife, she was able in several I 
instances to modify her attitude toward the patient and because
1 
of this the wife on several occasions was able to patch up a 
quarrel with him . 
The patient resented the fact that his wife had guard-
ianship over him and, therefore , had control of his money . The 
worker reco gnized this feelin g with him and helped to start 
proceedings for the removal of this guardianship. However, 
before guardianship could be dropped, the worker had to help 
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the wife to realize the patient's need for more money than the 
wife was g iving him. She was able to modify the wife's atti-
tudes somewhat through an interp retation of t he patient's needs 
so that the wife was able to acc ep t the patient 1 s need for more 
money. This eased the patient's financial condition and also 
gave him more con fidence in himself, in that he was trusted 
with the spending of his own money. 
At the time that the guardianship proceedings were in 
pro gress, the wife showed a g reat deal of hostility and called 
the worker to let her know that she d id not approve. She 
expressed the f eeling that everyone, including the worker, was 
against her. Short ly after this she took the children and went 
away on a vacation, not letting the patient know where she had 
gone. Prompted by this the patient and his sister came to the 
hospital and after reassurance that his wife's disappearance 
would not interfere with the guardianship proceedings, the 
patient, urged on by his sister, began to speak of a le gal 
separation. The vrorker gave him an opportunity to express his 
feelings. He was able to recognize with her the children's 
need for him, but felt that his wife managed it so that he saw 
little of them. He spoke of her unpredictable behavior, her 
petulance and her childishness which was upsetting to him. The 
worker helped him to clarify his own feelin g s by saying that 
his own comfort was the most important, but pointed out that 








II ~~~ might prove to be the most satisfactory in the long run, that 11 
,, life's experiences might possibly change the wife to some extenJ! 
and cautioned him to g o slowly before taking steps to end the Jl 
relationship. In the next interview the patient said that he II 
I 
had received a lot of help from talking with the worker, that 'I' 
he thought the children needed him, and since it seemed pos- /. 
,, 
sible that they mi ght get an apartment, he would see it througJ 
The patient also revealed a different attitude toward 11 
I 
his wife, that of insisting on his way or not co - operating . IJ 
There seemed to be in this an attitude of hostility and punish-!! 
ment and the patient's projection of the entire blame for their 
difficulties on to his wife . The worker tried to give him· 
some awareness of his own role in the marriage relationship, 
that his wife was an active person and that he needed to give 
her more love and attention. He thought that if he contriouted 
to the support of the home that that was indication enough of 
his feeling s f or her . He also expressed the .fear t hat if he 
became the giver , she would ge t the upper hand . The worker 
suggested more thinking and talking on this problem, but at 
this point the case was transferred to a new worker . Also cir - / 
cmustances chan ged in that the patient and his family moved 
into an apartment . The patient was not able to en t er into a 













. ·I hesitant in manner, but seemed to oe mak ing a good adjustment 
with his wife and on his job. 
With the Wife 
The work with the wife undoubtedly contributed to the 
success of this case. Although the worker was not able to 
sustain her relationship with the wife because of the wife's 
jealousy of the worker and her inability to understand the 
patient, it seems that if she had not received the worker's 
help in :finding an apartment and encouragement :from the worker 
in trying to rebuild her relationship with the patient, the 
wife would perhaps not have been able to carry through with her 
plans. 
On :first contact the wife was very hostile to Social 
Service, because, by taking advantage of' her position as a 
clerk in the Veterans Administration, she had read .the 
psychiatric social history which included an unflattering 
analysis of' her. She also claimed that it was from reading 
this record that she learned that the patient's mother did not 
like her from the beginning . (Actually this was not in the 
history.) Nevertheless, the worker was able to establish a 
good relationship with the wife by reco gnizing her need for 
' affection from the patient. The wife revealed that she did not 
feel that the patient wanted her as he never called to tak e her I 
I 
' 
out, and she had to make all of the overtures. The worker 
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:I 
---l difficulty a man has in giv:ng~p~ th~:~lose relationship. on 
1 s everal occasions the worker wa s also able to g ive her reas-
1 surance and suggestions that s he c ontinue to call her hus band 
I 
and that she tr-y to make up with hi1,1 after a quarrel . She was 
able to follow through on these su ggestions a number of times. ' 
I 
The worker a lso helped her in her efforts to g et an 
apartment by contacting the Housing Authority. 
I On at least one occasion the worker was able to mo dify i 
the wife's attitude toward her husband. I
I 
This has already been 
il 
referred to in rela t ion to the p a ti ent 's nee d for more mo n ey. I 
But the wife conti nue d t o act i n a chil dish manner and :i 
her temperment was very c ha n geable. However, one mu s t remen1ber II 
that she had to cont inue to make all of the overtures a gainst 
the tremendous opposition of the moth er an d t h e passivity of 
the patient. The case worker was the only p erson wh o ga v e her 
I 
I 
any reassurance. She, herself, ha d much amb ivalence toward 
I 
giving up her j o b an d going ba ck i n to housekeeping . She felt 
that everybody was a gainst her and t h at the pati ent co u ld b e 
true only to his mother. Wnen the worker tried to explain the 
patient 's illness and that she ha d to have a lot of patience, 
she felt that the worker also rejected h e r a nd was makin g every~ 
thing too easy for her husband. Even though the worke r showed I 
II 
I 
her sympathy and understanding , she was not able to accept it. 
The breal{ with the worker came over the removal of guardianship .il 
I 
_:L 
With the Mother 
The worker di d not attemp t to work with the mother, 
except to g ive her acc ep tance, but a t the s ame time to point 
out how irnportant it was for the wife to establish a good 
relationship with her husband. 
Conclusions 
During the year's trial vi s it there were forty - one 
socia l service contacts. Al l excep t three of these were with 
t h e first work er . These contacts were on the averag e of three 
a month . 
In this case the patient was able to make a good work 
adjustment . He was able to do this partly because of his good 
endo wment and partly b ecause of the help and reassurb.nce which 
he r e c e ived from the worker. 
It seems t hat he was also able to stra i ghten out his 
most d ifficult marital situation. In this matter the work er 
was a ble to help him cla rify his a i ms an d also, t h rough her 
work wi th the wife, was able to help him overcome some of the 
difficulties . 
In sunrrnarizing the treatment i n this case, on e sees the 
t h era peutic techni ques- -su ggestion, r e lease therapy, manipula-
tion and clarification--used in the followin g ways: 
1. Su ggestion--Su ggestion was used with b oth the 
patient and his wife. Through t h e worker' s suggestion and 
encourag ement t hat he continue with his exercise at t h e gym and ~~ 
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that he could go back to work, he was able to gain nore con-
fidence i n himself. She also used this techni que in suggesting !! 
I to him that perhaps 
II 
he woul d be more comfortable in the long 
run if he tried to re-establish his marriag e. 
2. Release Therapy--The patient was allowed to talk 
through his difficulties in r e lation to his job and his marital 
situation. In d oin g this his anxieties were l ess ened and 
bee a use of the reassuranc e, ace eptanc e ar1 d encouragement which 
he received from the case worker, he was able to gain enough 
assurance to go back to work, and also to see his aim in 
relation to his marri age more clearly. In this case there was 
a good p ositive transference between the pat ient and the worKer, :l 
therefore, the pat ient was gradually learning to exp ress him-
self more fully. Perhaps, if there had been more time the 
work er would have been able to help hi.m further to clarify his 
role in the marriag e relationship. 
3. Nianipulation-- ]\l1anipulation was effective in a bruad ' 
sense in this case. This patient had a job waiting for him, I' 
'I I 
therefore , the worke r did not have to help him find a job. But 1 
I by encourag ing the patient to g o back to work, he was able to , 
Therefore, the success which I gain more confidence in himself . 
he received from doing a g oo d job at the Fire Department 
increased his e go strength and g ave him further encourag ement 
to rebuild his marriag e and to make a better social adjustment . 






which helped the patient to gain more confidence in himself. 
:1 _ lso by helping the wife to find an apartment an d 
I ::.r:::::::,h::.i:0 :::r•:::r::f:: .:::::t::l:::P::: ::m:r:~:h 
continuing 
about the reconciliation between the patient and his wife . 
4. Clarification--Through discussin g the marital 
situation with the patient, the worker was able to help him 
clarify his aims and, thereby, make his own dec ision . If' he 
had not had this o pportunity to talk to the worker, he would 
probably have been domina t ed by the wishes of his mother and 







II Paul .Pe tinsky 
Case History 
~rr . P . is a thirty-seven year old Ve t eran of World 1\-ar 
II who was brought to the Be dford Veterru1s Administra-
tion Hosp ital by his wife on May 12, 1945. He is 
dia gnosed as Schizophrenic Heaction, Catatonic type. 
n- r. P . vvas born in Roxbury of Polish parents . He had 
an older si ster vvho died at the a g e of three. ·when 
the patient was one and one-half years o ld, his father 
sent hLr1 and his mother back to Poland in order t hat 
he mi ght save some more money an d return to Poland . 
himself, but the war interfered with his p lans • . ,b en 
he was finally abl e to make the trip in 19 1 9 , he d ied 
of a heart attack in this country. The mother t hen 
returned to this country when the pat ient was nine and 
one - half years old. 
The pa tient did well in school, desp ite his langua ge 
handicap . ~ihen he was ei ght e en at the end of his 
third year in hi gh s chool , he left to go to work in 
order to help his mo ther. 
The mo ther sai d that he was an exceptionally goo d b oy. 
She t hink s that he was happy . He was especially good 
to her ru1d a l ways did her errand s . She wanted him to 
c ontinue with his education, but he objected to having 
h is mother work for him. 
The patient married sometime in his twenties a girl 
whom he had knovvn since he was fifteen. She was of 
French descent , gay a..Yld spontaneous . They lived 
to gether with his mother in the mother's apartment. 
'rhere were no children as the wife could not have &.""'ly . 
Vihen the patient went into the service, the wife con -
tinue d to work for a while, but began gradually to 
live a free life with her girl friends, going bowling , 
drink ing a t bars, and staying out late . F'inally she 
stopped work and lived on the a llotment from the 
patient. She says that she encourag ed the nold lady 11 
to remarry, and one year after the patient ' s indQction, 
the mo ther did marry a Po lish widower and went to live 
on his farm some 1niles away. The mother speal(s of 
nthe man" with respect, but t h e marriage seems to be 
more of a business arrangement than an emotional 
experience for her. She felt that the youn g coup le 
should be free of h e r and that she would gain security. 




The })atient 1 s wo rk adjustmen t p rior to the war was 
dubious. He claims t ·hat he always worked hard but 
none o f his jobs seemed to develope. The mother 
speaks of him as a hard worke r ru~d a good boy . On 
the other hand, the wife tells us that the patient 
was undependable and sometimes would drink a g ood 
deal and end up in New York City or somewhere else. 
His first job was in a leather factory which burned 
down. 1rhere he worked as a mechanic and enjoyed it . 
On his next job he s prained his wrist and had to stay 
out awhile. vfnen he r e turned, there was no place for 
him. His next job was interrup ted by war. 
'Nl8 patient was inclu.c ted i n to the army on July 21, 
1943 . He served as a p rivate first class in an 
ordinance division and was discharged with a disability 
on January 19, 1944. The pa tient speaks about being 
unhappy in the service because of discriminatory 
practices . He lost his faith in religion during this 
perio<i because he had some talks with a chap lain who 
promised to hel but did not do anything for him . 
Once the patient had an acute pain which caused him 
to drop to the g round. He was sent to En gland, but 
had to be hospitalized because of 11 mental cloudiness. 11 
His mother says that his letters were 11all in circles, 11 
with " lvia.ma, ii/Iama , 11 on almost every line . Vv1J.ile on 
the boat he spoke of havin g been afraid of what the 
doctors would do to hi~n and of hearing his mother ' s 
voice, telling hi m to do what the doctors wanted him 
to do . 
He received twelve electric shock treatments while 
still in the army , which he dreaded and said, 11 It 
made me think that I was losing the feelin g in my 
flesh. " He felt as if he were a piece of wood- -
women hardly attracted him. Intercourse brought h im 
no pleasure and left him with a feeling of exhaustion . 
His first hospitalization at Bedford was f1~o ln May 12 
to ~ay 22, 1945 . He expressed a loss of interest in 
former activities. His s p eech was blocked and he 
expressed somatic delusions and comp l aints . He cried 
repeatedly and was worried about his <iefective memory . 
He felt as i f he were a drag on everybody and saw· no 
sense in living . He wa s not afraid of dying , but of 
being locked u p the rest of his life . After one week 
he was removed from observation status and two days 
later he declared he was a normal p erson. His wife 













The patien t was out four months . He v:~orked a little 
on his stepfather 's farm, went swLmning an ci fishin g, 
but stated that he had to force himself to do these 
thing s and got no satisfaction out of them. And dur-
ing his second a~1ission, his a ppearance and mental 
trend were much the same as on his first admission. 
The admitting doctor felt that there was a prepon-
derance of e vidence in favor of Psyc h oneurosis. He 
stayed only four days and. was dischar ged with a 
diagnos i s of Dement :La Praecox, Catatoni c t y p e. 
'11he patient was a gain readmitted on December 3 , 19 45 . 
Durin g t he six week s' interval he had made a poor 
adjustment. He walked the streets, beca:. ne confused 
and cried . He had many unreal feelin gs and especially 
a feelin g o f worthlessness. He comp laine d of various 
aches and pains . On admissi on he presented a picture 
of des pondence and discourag ement. He begged for help 
to be like a nonnal person. Gradually the patient 
became less depressed and was removed from observation 
and g iven a farm detail. He also worked in the wood 
shop. Al though he remained quiet, he was p leasant, 
clean and co-o pe r ati ve. On March 31, 1 946 , he was 




This patient has b een on trial visit for more than a 
period of t wo years, starting IIIarch 31 , 19 46. Because of staff 
limitations he was not visited until October , 19 46. But since 
this time he has been seen on the averag e of once a month . In 
March, 1947, he was asked to renevv his trial visit for the 
reasons g iven below. 
In February , 1947, t he situation was as follows: The 
patient was living alone i n his mo ther 's apartment. His wife 
had left him three months prior because of his constant nag g i ng 







1 9 46, his wife had written the hospital saying that he had been! 
doing all ri gh t but was still not well, that he had periods of 
r es tlessness and that she was pretty much exhausted herself . 
She c omp lained that she needed a lot of patience . The mother 
was living with her second husban d, but jcurneyed quite a dis -
tance every day to ~Drk in the mill and also to clean and cook 
for the patient . For six -...veeks during the summer t h e patient 
ha d ~Drked as a gardener. He expressed intentions of findin g a 




In the t wo years since the patient's release to trial 
Jl 
i 
visit there has been little chan ge in his behavior . He is slow 
and hesitant in manner and basically has a defeatist attitude 
toward life. The first time that he planted a garden he was 
surprised to see things grow. He expressed the feeling , 11 For 
me thing s won't grow." 
This patient seems to be essentially an immature, 
narcissistic person. He is strong ly attached to his mother but 
is very ambivalent in his attitudes toward her and extremely 
I jealous of her second husband. His mothe r continues t o be v a ryll 
protecting of him, but this arouses hostility and anxiety in J, 
him. He cannot accep t these overtures of love from her. He 





I t his . Sometimes he becomes verbally abusive to her for s p end- ~ 
II 
I ing so much time cleaning and cooking for him when she has so 
43 
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savag e ly pushes away t he food an d eats b r ead and water. On one 
occasion he accused her husban d of exp loiting her an d pushed 
him down a flight of stairs. Ye t he continues to be very 
demanding of his mother and resents it when she canno t give him 
,I 
all the money that he needs . For exar p le, h e wants her to buy II 
him a car. 
Another examp le of his i~naturity is seen in h is 
ten dency to project the blame for his failures on to so;.neone 
else and, therefore, to feel justified for his r es entmen t. 
Vfl1en thin gs do not ~ork out his way, he fe els discriillinat ed 
a gainst. For exa:mple, he p laces all of the blame on his wife 
for t heir marriag e difficulties. He belie ves that he d i d not 
g et along in the army because he vJas discrii.ninated a gainst. 
_ lso when he lost jobs h e was no t a b le to consider whe ther he 
was at fault. He b l amed outside circumstances. 
The patient is also ambival ent towar d hi s wife and 
relates to her on an adolescent level. This is a no t he r evi-










1/iu r ray t ha t the core of t he p atient 1 s illness is his fear of I 
sexual i mpotency--again-- 11Por me things won It gro w. 11 Bo th the 
patient Is mother and wife are calling for him to mature, but 
h is anxieti e s are so g r eat that he cannot let go of his hostil-ll 
'I 
_L 
vVhen hi s wife leaves him, he puts ities and projections. 
44 
great effort into courting her, but when she returns his 
anxieties are so great, that he cannot accept her. 
The Mother 
'l1 he mo ther continues to p lay a very pro tecting role. 
She imp re s sed the worker as m1usually intellig ent, understand-
ing and r e alistic in her attitudes toward the patient. 
The Wife 
The ~~f e is a pretty, thin, very tense girl. She 
II 
seems to show some guilt over her behavior but cannot admit it.
11 
But she put s the b l ame for the marital d i ff iculties entirely 
on the patie nt . She is thus acting in an adolescent way . It 
i s felt by the WJrker that she has more capacity for lov e than 
she is showin g an d, if given the response she needs, could act 
more maturely . She expressed great pleasure in having her 
husban u court her and in makin g him 11 toe the line." 'l'his 
seems to show her infantile need 11 to get" rather than 11 to give.11 11 
She claims that he is the only man she ever loved and desp ite 
their separation occasiona lly spends a ni ght with him. Hence 
des p ite her dissatisfaction with him, she is ambivalent and 
c annot give r.d. in up . 
Analysis of .Case V'iork --How a 1v!.aaningful Relationshi p Was 
Establishe d. 
Vvith the Patient 
I 
The worker was a b le to establish a mean ingful relation-
1 
1: 
ship volith this patient . Her role was somewhat supportive and 11 
45 
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somewhat authoritative. She to ok a great deal of initiative 
in mo tivating the patient to work and to g o to school when he 
was not ready to move on his O \m . This was done because other-
wise he would h a ve sat around for an indefinite period. 'I 
Throu gh her support an d acceptance of him he was able to gain ,j 
confi d enc e in the worker and motivate himself. II 
In the wo rker 's interviews with the patient he wa s at 
first dull, slow an.d occasionally tearful. It took much sus-
tained effort to get hLn to express himself . However, during 
each interview his mood gradually chan g ed, and at t he end of 
the interview he woul d be more res ponsive, ~icker and even 
able to s mile. As interviews pro gressed the patient became 
more responsive. Usually, however, it was necessary for the 
worker to bring up general topics of health and work adjust-
ment . It is believed that the worker played a 11 goo d mother" 
role and that the patient interpreted the worker's concrete 
h elp with jobs as an exp ression of love. 
'rhe worker also allowe d the patient to express his 
anxiet ies and hostilities. She allowe d him to tell a bout his 
hostility to the army's imp ersona l sys tem and the f e eling he 
had that he had been discriminated a gainst, his wish for his 
mother 's whole attention, his jealousy of his wife and his own 
feeling s of inferiority. It is felt that he not only gained 
re lease from bein g able to express these ideas, but also gained 
support from the v.orker and developed confidence in her. The 
worker a lso gave hii.n encouragement b y praisin g him for his 
good endowment, assurance that his mother loved him and that he! 
was a person in whom people coul d be interested. She offered 
to speak to his wife for him and also praised him for his 
ability to hold a job and accep t schooling. 
The patient also gained support from the worker by her 
c ontinued expression of interest ru1d her efforts at helping 
h i m to p lan his work and schooling as well as the stimulation 
that she g ave him in accomplishing these p lans. Even more 
than words, however, was the satisfaction that he g ot from the 
worker's interest as expressed by her regular visits and her 
warm tone. 
The patient had the feeling that his men friends were 
mocking him by dancing with a girl after he had finished dane-
ing with her. The worker in this instance was able to point 
out to him reality by saying that this was not necessarily so 
and that these men were not hostile to him. The pat ient was 
able to c orroborate this interpretation. But since the 
patient's adjustment at the time consisted of a denial of his 
illness, the worker did not attempt to d iscuss his aggressive 
behavior. (His mother had revealed that he sometimes broke the1 
furniture to pi eces and ripped his clothe s. Also he spent his 
money recklessly.) The patient's explanation of thes e acts was 
t ha t he didn 't like so much furniture around and that he had to l 
buy presents for his wife. Perhaps t he patient was fearful of 
47 
discussing his sick behavior for fear of returning to the I 
hospital. It was also f e lt that by not discussing his deeper j 
emo tional conflicts his anxiety would not be roused. I 
The worker ' s activities were largely, there f o re, in the jj 
I 
realm of ~is work ad.justmen t . ~t was felt that through efforts II 
to help h~m make a good work adJustment he would be happier andll 
more able to accept reality . The worker attempt ed to help him 1 
ma k e his efl~orts along this line easier. 
At the end o f his first year of trial visit the patient 
had to return to the hospital for one ni ght in order to renew 
his trial visit. He was able to do this only bee a use of the 
confidence he had developed in the worker . At this time t h e 
worker took advantage of his stay in the hospital to arrang e an 
appointment with the Vocational Adviser, who followed along the 
lines of a p r e vious guidanc e test in which the psychiatrist 
felt t hat, despite the patient ' s g ood intellig ence and manual 
dexterity, it would b e best for him to pursue the work which he 
preferred, nan ely, gardening . Our adviser discussed with the I 
patient a possible training course at the Massachusetts Agri- J 
cultural School, starting in the fall, an d this seemed to appe 
I 
to the patient . On the worker's next visit it was learned that 
he had taken a job at a golf course, intending to lay turf but 
I discovered it was a laboring job . He was d isappointed and felt 
I that he had been discriminated a gainst. He expressed a desire 
-I to work on an estate and the worker encouraged him t o look at 
I 
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the want ads. There was an attractive opportunity, and after 
phoning to find out about it, the worker drove him out to the 
estate. He took the job, but since it did not occupy his full 
time, and since he felt that he should be making more money, 
the worker encouraged him to work only every other day and 
spend the off days looking for another job. But, the patient 
felt the need of devoting his whole time to his employer and 
was not able to follow through on the worker's suggestion. 
However, he seemed to derive a great deal of satisfaction from 
this work. It was actually the first time that he had planted 
a garden and he was surprised to see things grow. Besides 
this through his own initiative he took a life saving course. 
During the whole su..11mer the WOI'ker heard of no more disturbed 
behavior. Perhaps it was through the efforts of the worker 
who gave the patient tangible help and reassurance t hat he was 
able to move at that time. 
'rhe worker discussed school p lans for the f all, but 
the pat ient seemed fearful of sending in an application. He 
expressed fear of not being accepted and of not succeeding . 
Therefore, the worker a gain took the initiative to make an 
appointment and drive the patient to the Agricultural School. 
He was well received, and the patient seemed pleased. How-
ever, this period was upset by his wife 's suddenly going to 






' wh ether his wif e would r e turn or not. 
'I 
:I 
He went to California 
1
1 





that because of his good relationship with the worker he was 
a b le to cb this. 
Also at this time it was necessary for him to be trans- 11 
f e rred to a new worker . Because of the good relationship that I 
I he had had vii th the previous worker, he was soon able to relate 
well to the new worker who cont inued to give him the same type 
v,. ~~ 
of acceptance and reassurance although Ahe is having some dif-
ficulties. Also his wife has returned to live with him. Their j 
relationship , however, seems to be scrnewhat supe rficial, and 
they take their recreation separately. 
With the Mother 
The worker had very little contact with the mother , but [ 
because of her understanding and sympathetic attitude she was 
able to gain the c onfi dence of the mother so that she was a-ole 
to reveal the patient's amo ivalence toward her and his a ggres-
sive acts. This helped to relieve some of the mother 's anxiety. 
The worker was also able to get her f ir s t int erview with the 
II 
patient through the co-operation of the mother . 
With the Wife 
In the worker 1 s contact with the wife she g ave her muchl
1 
freedom to express herself in order to get at her real feelin g s 11 
, toward her husband. Also she attemp ted to help her tc be more :: 






the patient to go to work ru1. d to go to school h elped to relieve II 
the wife ' s anxi e ty and perhaps made it possible for her to 
return to him. 
Conclusions 
During t he first two years of trial visit for this 
patient the re have been for ty-nine social service contacts. 
Continuous contact was not begun until March, 1947, but since 
II The worker was a b l e to estab lish a meaningful relation-
that time h e has been seen by two workers. 
ship with this patient becaus e she g ave him accep tance, under-
standing and reassurance. He r g oal vvas to h e lp him exp r e ss 
himself more fully, which she was a b le to do. The patient 
gra dually became more ·willing to discuss his total situation . 
The worker helped h:Lu in his efforts to co pe wi th his environ-
I 
ment by helping him to accep t work and schooling . This was I 
the relation-' done p rimarily by helping him to gain security in 
I• 
ship and by meeting him at his own level . It is clear that it 
was thro u gh the patient's confidenc e in the worker that h e was 
able to return to the hospital to renew his trial v isit and to 
accept work and schooling . 
This cas e was discusse d in a g eneral staff meeting with 
I' Dr . Jo hn Murray for an evaluation of the c ase work . The 
worker won<iered whether she should have a ttemp te d more in the 
way of help ing the patient to un ders tand h is sickness . In 
answering Dr . Murray :felt t ha t i n or der a ctually to he l p the 
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patient, he wou l d have to be helped to cha n g e his patterns of 
response which he fe lt were relate d to his feeling of defeatism 
and sexual impotency and that clar ification of his re s pons es 
was necessary . 
I n t hi s case the therapeutic techniques were used in 
the followin g ways:-
1. Su ggestion--Through the use of suggestion, the 
worker was able to reassure the patient that h is mother loved 
him, that he could work and g o to school. She was also, 
throug h the use of sugge stion, able to show him some reality i 
relation to his paranoid feelin g s about men when she sug gested 
that men were not hostile to him just because they danced with 
a girl i mmediately after he had danced with her. 
2 . Release 'rherapy--Alth ough this patient was very 
slow and hesitant in expressing himself, the worker, through 
her reassurance and acceptance of him, was able to g ain his 
confidence. He became willing to discuss with her his total 
situation . She p layed the role of a good mother and he 
interpreted her continue d interest as an expression of love. 
He becrune secure enough to express himself and to tell about 
his hostilities to the a r !ny, his wish f or his mother's love 
an 6 his own feelin gs of inadequacy. The worker was also able 
to gain the confidence of the mother and guide her to tell of 
the patient's a ggressive behavior. 'This helped greatly in 





















use t his therapeutic technique to very goo d a dvantag e b y hel p -
ing the patient to find w·ork and accept schoolin g . Wh en he was j 
busy wi t h his work and receiving satisfaction from it, his 
a ggressive behavior dimini shed . Hence by be ing helped to make 
a more s uccessful vvork and school adjustment, he became mor e 
satisfied with h i ms elf and was ~no r e able to con trol his irra-
tional b e havior and to have a mo r e hopeful attitude toward lifell 
I' 
4 . Clarification-- Little cla rification was done with 
t his pat i ent since the g,Dal was one of h e l p ing the patient to II 
adjust hi111self better at hi s ovm i rnmature level rather t han one ll 
of having him chang e through understanding . It is p os sible, a s JJ 
Dr. i•iiurray suggested, t ha t more clarification could have b een Jj 




Case Hi story 
Mr. R is a thirty-five year old Veteran of ~orl d War 
II who came to the Be dford Veterans Administration 
Hospital on December 1 4 , 1944, from Cushing General 
Army Hospital. He has a diagnosis of Schizophrenic 
Reaction, typ e--mixe d. 
Mr. B . was born in Massachus e tts on December 26, 19 12, 
of Jewish parents who were in f a ir economic circum-
stances. He is t he o ldest of seven child.ren. ' Vhile 
in school he was very ambitious, p eddled p ape rs and 
l a ter worked as an usher. Af ter gra duation from hi gh 
school he got a job in a t heater wh e re he was p romoted 
to assistant mana g er. Af ter nine years in the theater 
business he left to become a Junior Officer in the 
c.c.c. for three years. His father describes h im as 
a popular, g enerous boy. On the o ther hand, we 
learne d that he was overrunbi tious, lik e d to g ive 
orders, but was not able to t ake them. 
In April, 1941, he entered the Army as a first 
Lieutenant; in July, 1942 , h e wa s p romote d to Captain 
an.d in August, l 9Ll3, to Major. 
In May, 1 944 , vtlile s erving i n Hawaii as a mess 
officer, he lost interest i n his work , smiled to him-
self an d lacked the normal r esponses. He talke d in 
circles to a Co lone l about a n on-Jewish girl whom he 
love d , and when this was brou ght to the attention of 
a medi cal officer he was very ne gativistic and belli g -
erent. While hosp italized in the army he contin ued 
to be negativistic, aloof and be lligerent, an d at 
times he had to be tube-fed. 
At Bedford he was at f irst mute. Only gra dually di d 
he begin to eat and tall-\: a bit, but remained aloof. 
He was g iven a series of electric shock treatments 
which seemed to mak e some i mp rovement in him. He 
c onstantly demanded discharge, lik e d to lord it over 
the other patien ts and constantly reminded them that 
he was a Major. Because his attitude was such as to 
make f urther treatment d ifficu lt, and because of 
pressure from his f amily, he was released to trial 
visit on 1\'lay 17, 1945, but in October he was returned 
t o the hos pital. During this period of trial visit 
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the middle of the ni ght, eating at unusual hours, 
loafing , calling his mothe r's c o ok ing bad, refusing 
to see any body, fearin g dirt, getting angr y at any 
little provocation and s o on. After six months in 
the hospital he was a gain allowe d t o go out on trial 
visit, but this time in his own custody. The plan 
was .for him to live a part from his family in h is home 
to wn and work for his former employer as an assistant 
theater mana ger. However, he still adjusted poorly. 
He was impu dent on the job, lost it ru~ d was a gai n 
returned to the hospital on June 21, 19 46. 
While hospitalized this time he presented the sruae 
p icture as before--was very hostile to the hospital 
an d refused to a pp ly himself to the hospital routine . 
He constantly demanded to be discharged, and since it 
was a gain felt that he could not benefit by further 
hospitalization, he was dischar ged to trial vi s it on 
October 2, 19 46 , a f ter a job had been found for him 
by the vocational Guidance Adviser at one of the 
furniture warehouses in Boston. 
Diagnostic 'rhinki~ 
The Patient 
During this patient's tri a l visit perio d there was 
little progress i n his mental state. It was .felt that he still! 
I 
had hallucinations. He ha d grandiose ideas ab out wishing that 
he we re a member of the upper class, saying that if he were 
thing s would be better. He wante d bi g j o bs with lots of money 
and p resti ge, many s uits and a fancy place to live in . Even 
while being interviewed for jobs he expressed grandiose ideas 
about himself and thus discouraged potential employers. He 
continued to be quite paranoid, complaining a bout rotten food, 
bad odors and projecting all of his troubles onto the worker, 
hos pital, theat e r mana gers and others. He was also very sus-














The patient also ha d sexual fears--perhaps a fear 
made reference to 11love birds " 1
1
1 ~ I 
he referred to airp lane p ilots 
of homosexua lity. At times he 
young coup les vm. o a.lmoyed him . 
II 
/, 
as 11 fruit~ 11 and said, ll Did you ever hear of men loving each 
~Nell, these ~uys instead of playing with ea ch o ther other. 
physic a lly, do it mechanic all y by f l yins these p lanes to g ether." 
It was also felt that he was masturbating quite a bit. On 
several occasions, during interviews, he would leave the worker 
il 
': 
without any explanation for about ten minutes. 
The patient was very ambi valent toward his family. He II 
insisted on going home weekends, but when he got home he made 
such a nuisance of himself that his family could not tolerate 
him. He refused to eat his mother's cooking , destroyed good 
food and in g enera l was very argumen ta ti ve. lie had no friends 
1 and found it impossible to make friends because of the impudent, 
manner which he assumed seemingly to cover his insecurity. In 
order to cover u p for his lack of friends h e liked to talk of JJ 
all the impor•tant people he knew. jj 
However, this patient had some strengths which made it 
I 
!I seem that with close s"'..lpervision he might adjust well enough 
I' 
li 
to be out of the hospital. Fo r one thing he seemed able to 
acc ep t the authority of the worker . Despite hi s antagonistic 
statements, it was thought that this patient would be able to 
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control his actions and refrain from assultiveness . And also 
desp ite his paranoid ideas, he ret a ined his ability to make 
plans and. to carry these p lans through. 
His Parents 
Both his parents were hard working people and. found it 
hard to acce~ t the patient . At first they tried to cover up 
for him, but soon found it imp ossib le to tolerate him at all . 
They were so irritated by his constant criticism that they were1l 
relieved to accep t the 
from home, even though 
close farrdlial ties. 
worker's suggestion that he live away I 
this caused them guilt because of their II 
His mother was especially deman ding of 1 
him and his father often got very angry . 
Analysis of Case Work--How a Meanin gful Helationship Was 
The worker had almost weekly contacts with the patient 
as it was f elt that he neede u a good d eal of supervision to be 
able to maintain himself in the co@nunity. The work er's 
emphasis was mainly an at tempt to motivate the patient; other~ 
wi s e he would n ot ha ve been able to control himself and would 
have lain around doing noth ing and p erhaps vvould have de terio-
rate d furt h er . 






t h is patient is difficult . It must also o e remembered that the' 
r 
I 
results of any case work activity are in proportion to the 
de gree of .11ental disability . However, it d.o es seem that 
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because of the case worker's continued activity in this case 
the patient was able to maintain himself outside of the hospi-
tal which he probably would not have been able to do otherwise . 
As to how meanin gful this relationship actually was to I 
the patient is hard to say. The relationship was of a support-. 
ative ldnd and was established because of the worker's persis -
tent and regular visits. The patient received some satisfac-
tion from these visits and from the acceptanc e of him as a 
person. This was perhaps the only kind of love (sympathy or 
understanding) he received, even though he was always amb iv-
alent toward it. He had some fear of these visits, and it is 
thought that part of his movement may have been due to his fear 
of rehospitalization. It is felt, hov(Tever, that the authori-
tative aspect of the worker 's p resence an.d support may have 
helped the patient to control his impulses--his hostilities, 
anxieties and projections--and to know in what areas this con-
trol is necessary. 
The worker allowed him to express his de lusional think-
ing , and b ecause of her sympathy for him in this respect she 
was able to g et a better understandlng of him as a p erson as 
well as a better understanding of the ideas he had about him-
self. Fo r example, one of his grandiose ideas was a picture 
of himself behind a desk with his feet up rrdictating . rr 
She was also able to give him some acceptance for his 
delusional thinking and his right to react to it. For example, 
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she gave him sympathy for his di ff iculty in fi nding a good 
plac e t o eat. 
Also the patient had an idea tha t he n e eded d ozens of 
suits i2 order to get a job . In t h i s respe ct too t he worker 
was able to sympathize wi th his desire f or new clothes and to 
help him i n ob tainin g a new suit by asking h is father to 
r e l ease money to him for this purpose. 
In several ways the work er wa s able to s h ow the p atient 
a little immediate reality. For examp le, in his desire to have 
a dozen sui ts, she helpe d him t o scale down his p l ans . Vfuen he 
talked o f going to Florida, she reminded h i m that he was still 
on trial visit . In relation to his complaints about rotten 
food, she told h i m other p eop le were able to eat it wi thout 
dying . Also when he comp laine d about foul odors, she pointed 
out to him that other peo p le did not notice them. The 
patient ' s d esire to g o into business for himself and to live at 1 
an exp ensive hotel was dealt with on a reality b asis. He was 
brought to some realization that his income was not large 
en ough. The patient was perhaps unable to accept reality mo st 
of the time, but it is felt t hs.t by the worker's emphasis on 
reality he became able to control himself better . 
As has already been s tated, t he worker's emphasis wa s 
1 mainly an attemp t to keep t he patient mo tivated , i.e., to ke ep 
him bus y with somet hine;--to k eep his mind more active . He 





this through contacting various a g encies in order to help him 
find wor·k. 
When gradually he b e gan to lose interest and stay in 
bed until two or three p . m., the worker remained close to him. 
It is felt that he actually recognized her as his only friend. 
When she discussed the i mportance of having a set daily routine'l 
for reasons of health, he admitted that, although he was always 
talking of the important p eop le he knew, it was a one-sided 
affair, and that he called these people but that they never 
calle d him back . In fact he believed that nobody would want 
anything to do vdth him so long as he was connected with the 
Veterans Administration . He expressed hostility toward the 
hos pital, the worker and trial visit. The worker tried to 
reassure him by saying that her interest was to help him and 
tha t the doctors would be very happy if he could find a job. 
She also encouraged him to make friends with p eople who would 
not be a ware of his connection with the hospital and helped 
him by calling the Y. M. C . A. She urged him to attend s ocial 
functions when he s pok e of want ing to g o to dances . He did 
join the nyn and also enrolled in a stained glass course. 
Collateral work with the patient's employer was help-
ful in k eep ing the patient on his first job at the furniture 
warehouse for as long as three months . Otherwise he would 
have b een discharge d earlier because of his officious and 
impuden t manner which the other employees could not tolerate. 
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II 
~ il 'I'his jo-o, nevertheless, helped in proving that he was able to II 
I 
perform his duty, which was checking tags, anci that with stim- 1 
ulation he could keep to the re quired hours . 
11he worker did liaison with the Ve terans Administration 
Guida nce Dep artment and the Jewish Vocational Service in an 
,, 
attemp t to help the patient locate another job. The patient I 
was unable to use most of this help because of his sic 1~: i deas 
of v~at he wanted . He f ound fault with every job he had. 
I 
On c e/1 
for examp le, he co mplaine d t h at his office v~as too close to the 
men • s wash room, f'ro m vkl ich he claimed he could smell f'o u l o 4 
On several occ a sion s, the worker had to use authority. I 
I 
\Nhen it appeared that the patient was content to be unemployed" 
I 
I 
the worker threatened that he ~ould have to be returne d .to the 
hosp ital, if he were not emp loyed within a time limit . He 
resp onded to this by taking a job as a cashier in a restaurant . 11 
I 
Hovvever, he co uld not keep this very long . His next job as an 11 
assistant theater manag er also ended shortly because of his II 
Although the patient II 
had r esen tmen t concerning the worker's visits and felt tha t 1 
dislike o f the " low-class 11 environment . 
she was preventing him from obtainine; the big job and the trip 
to Florida he wanted, he , nevertheless, was always able to 
contro l this resentment enough to meet with an y of the workers :! 
restrictions which he recogni zed as definite . For exam;J le, he 
- I 
II 
he kep t all appointments, reported to the hos p ital when it was I' 
necess a r y and kep t a careful accounting of his money. !I 
I 
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The worker was also able to help the patient in 
relation to his financies . 'rhi s was done mostly through work-
ing with the family. Because of the delay in having the 
patient's claim folder transferred from one Regional Office to 
another, his financial problems took practically a whole year 
to straighten out. 
One problem which had to be worked out was in relation 
to findin g a conservator for the patient ' s funds. The patient 
had a considerable amount of money, several thousands in sav-
ing s and bonds and iip250.00 a month in army retirement pay. The 
worker, through an interpretation to both the patient's father 
and the He gional Office, was able to help them realize that a 
conservatorship was best as this •vould help to redu.ce tension 
between the patient and his father and that, therefore , the 
money would be one less area for conflict. Also she was 
influential in having a suitable weekly budget worked out 
between the patient and his father before the conservatorship 
was in effect . 
Toward the end of the trial visit period the patient • s 
spirits seemed to g et better. Althougll. he expressed delight at 
being throug h with the trial visit, he was cordial to the 
worker and said that he l1ad no hard feelings toward her, but 
that he thought that he was better away from the hospital . The 
worker felt that he was making a more conscious effort to con -
trol his feelings of suspicion and hostility and was able to 
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succeed to some ex tent. He comp lained less a oout food and 'I ,,
was able to stay in the same rooming house for two months . On I 
visits home he n o long er threw away his mother 's food an6. was 
able to maintain p eaceful relationship s with hi s fa.ni ly. He 
was , however , still unrealistic and had grandiose ideas about 
business, was bothered by strangers and did. not have a good 
dai ly routine. He was less troubleso.me in mru1.y ways . 
With the l~'a ther 
rrhe worker was able to help the father have a better 
understan ding of the patient. At the time the patient wanted 
to g o to F' lorida and was trying to g et his father to a gree to 
it. But the worker helped the father to realize that the 
patient ' s going to Florida was not going to help the patient 




this area where he could receive sup ervision from the hospital •. l 
Also through her work with the father, the worker was I 
I 
able to help the patient straighten out his financial affairs. 
At first the father could not understand the need for the 
patient to have a separate a g ency to control his funds. 
Finally the worker was able to help the father realize that by I 
having s u ch an a g ency, it would ease the tension for both him-
1
1 
self and the patient . It would eliminate one cause for hard II 
feel i n g s. She also helped the father to reco gn ize the need fori 
the patient to have a larger we ek ly allowance and his need for 
new cloth es. 
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With the Mother 
Through the worlcer' s interviews with the mother, she 
helped her to be more accepting of the patient and less demand-
ing of him. 
Vtri th the Veterans Adrainistrat ion 
The worker also had to interpret to the Veterans 
Administrati on Le gal Officer the need for a conservatorship to 
be set up so as to lessen the conflicts between the patient and 
his family . 
Conclusions 
Durin g the year's trial visit there were ninety -eight 
social ser vice contacts. The patient himself was visited on 
the average of once a week . 
In this c ase there is little chan g e in behavio r pat-
terns. The worker's relationship, however, was meaningful. 
Despite all of the patient ' s erratic behavior, she was always 
accepting of him and continually made efforts to be a good 
frien d (mother) to him. Though he vvas ambivalent to·ward her 
authority , she never rejected him. She gave him reassurance 
and support in his efforts to get a job an d to stay out of the 
hospital by keepin g him in touch with the emp loyment a gencies 
and helping him with h is financi a l affairs . In this way she 
help ed him to cope vvith reality . In some insta nces she was 
able to help him see reality a little more clearly, and it 
seems that he di d make efforts at controlling his impulses or 
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II II 
==l T II jl I 
I a t lea s t .r:w ow in wh a t areas this control was n e cessary . 'rhis II 
was pro b a b l y brought about by t h e authority exp r es s e d. by the 
wo rker 's continued p re sen ce . Th e patient d i d make efforts 
towa.rd wor k , t ry i n g to eat an d control l ing his l anguag e . The 
worker ai d not pr ob e into h is deep er conflicts, such as hi s 
I 
I 
sexual fears , b ec ause she did not want t o increas e h is ; 
anxieties . Therefor e , it se~s t hat without t h e case so rker ~ 
a ctivities with both t h e p a tient and his family , t he pat i ent I 
I 
pro bably woul~ not have oaen abl e to maintain himsel f outsi de 
i 
of the hosp ital. 
I 
In this c a se the gp al of the c a se worker of n e cessity ! 
had to be mo r e limited . Eov·1 ever , it wa s l earned that the I 
patient could ma intain himself outside of the hos p ital. I 
ways: 
t alked of going to Florida, she remi nded him t hat he was on 
trial visit. When he want ed dozens of suits, s he pointed out 11 
that that many were not necessary . She also tried to show · 
him some r ea lity in rel a tion to his p eculiar ideas about food \ 
b y saying that other p eo p l e ate food and live d . The work er 
a l so put constant em~ has is on his dai ly r outine, and it is 
felt t hat by these su ggestions and the a uthority of her con - ~~ 
tinued pr e sence, he l earned in what areas it was necessary to II 
'! 
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control his impulses . 
2 . Release Therapy--The patient was allowed to express 
hi s feeling s to t he wo r k er . However , t hese feelings were e 
explored on ly c autious l y and in or der to get a b 2tter under-
standing of hi s i dea .s abo u t hLnse l f . He was allowed to express 
his hosti lity toward the worker, the h o s p ital, the fa1nily, the 
t heater .managers and o thers. The worl{er ga v e him sympathy for 
his diffic ulties, such as his difficult i es in findin g a good 
p lace to eat. Th is enabled him to feel free to t ell his 
troubles. 
3 . IVIanipulation-- 'r:he wor ker tried to help the patient 
c ope with his environment by helping hLn t o g e t a job . She was 
also able several times to modify the parents' atti tudes, such 
as i n r e lation to the conservatorship . r.rhis undoubtedly helped 
to make thing s easier for the p at i ent as i t elimi na t ed one area 
of conflict--the one be t ween t he patient and his fami ly. 
4 . Clarification -- I t is fel t by the author of t h is 
thesis that the patient was still too muc h out of contact with 
reality to have benefited by any c larification of his feelings 
and at ti tucies. 
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CHA.PTER V 
CON CLUSION S 
'rhere were two g eneral questi ons asked in this thesis: 
(1) ~Vhat is a meaningf u l c ase work r e lationship? (2) How is 
it established? 
As has been p reviously stated , t h e case worker in work-
ing wi th psychotic patients uses the same basic t e chniques as 
are used in working with other people . However , she is faced 
with a diff erent pr oolem because of the difficulties in es tab-
li shing rapport . Yet one see s that by persistent effort, as 
demonstrated i n t he three c ases presented in this thesis, the 
case worker was able to establish a meaningful relationshi p. 
To establish a meanin gful relationship, the case vvu.&.w· 
needs t o evaluate her role and t he aL11 o f her work . To be able 
to do this she needs to un derstand the dynamics of behavior . 
This will enable her to be able to meet the patient at his 
l evel of development and to know in what areas he will need 
help . Not only is it i mpo rtant to unde rstand the patient, but 
also his relatives, so that the worker may have a clearer 
understanding of their motives . By this means she can pe rhaps 
help to manipulate or mo dera te their behavior in such a way as 
to make it easier for the p atient to adjust . 
Also, and p erhaps most importru1t of all, she needs to 
give acceptance to the patient, t o nfeel with" him and to work 
with him. This is also true in working with relatives. •ro g et 
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the most satisfactory results, the worker should always b e 
sympathetic t o the relatives' po int of view, but at the same 
time keep clearly in mind her go a l with the patient in at tempt-
in g t o hel p t he r elatives gain a better understanding of the 
pati el."lt . 
Concrete help cac"J. be given t h e patient through the use 
of envirollinental mani pulation . This can be done through such 
t h ing s as h elping t h e patient to find work and in some 
instances a place to live. Also, through working with the 
relatives, the worker c~~ h elp to foster in them b ett e r att i-
tudes toward the patient which wil l h elp to mak e his environ-
ment mor e comfortable . 
The aim should always b e to release as many ten sions 
and anxieties as poss i ble so t hat the emotions of both the 
patient and his relatives may be directe d into constructive 
c hannels . The aim or goal of treatment is con ditioned by the 
indivi dual case, i.e., by the p atient's d e gree of mental d isa-
bility . But in all c a ses the ai1n should be to try to reduce a s 
muc h as p ossible the tensions an d aru ieties so as to help t he 
pat ient ma intain himself outsi de of the hospital . Th e patient 
should a l s o be he l p ed, if p ossib l e , t o r e c o gnize the nee d for 
f u r the r treatment, if the worker feels t h is i mportant. A good 
example of t h is is seen i n t he case of Paul Patin sky who 
renewed t his trial visit t wice . 
'.1he cas e worker was able to effect a mean ingf ul 
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relationship in th e three cases presented in this thesis. She 
was able t o do this because of the understanding, acceptance, 
reassurance and. tan gible help which she was able to give to the 
patient and his family. In doinc; this she effectively used 
four basic therapeutic teclmi ques-- s u ggestion, release the rapy, 
manipulation and clarification--to help the patient make a 
bet ter social adjustment. 
Briefly, then, it can be s tated that a relationship 
becomes meaningru.l because of the case worker's ability to 
accept the patient and g ive him reassurance. It is meaningful 
to the p atient because he feels her warm interest and because 
t hro u gh her he has been g iven tangible help in copin g vd th his 
environment. 'I'his kind of relationship is of utmost i mportance 
to the patient home on tri al visit because of the insecurity 
that he has an d because of the difficulties he has in estab-
lishin g himself . It seems probable that in the cases of Paul 
Petinsky and David Bloom t ha t neither of these patients would 
have been able to maintain themselves outside of the hospital, 
if it had not been for the assistance which they received from 
the case worker . It seems significant that on their trial 
vi s its they were unable to make goo d adjustments ru1d had to be 
returned to the hospital. Particularly in the case of Joseph 
Kell ey, the adjustment after hospitalization was made consider-
ably easier because of the help he received fro m the case 
wo rker. 
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In conclusion, therefore, it seems that in working with 
patients home on tri a l visit from a mental hospital, the case 
worker has a challenging job to perfo~m . She needs insi ght and 
s k ill in evaluating her role and in carrying out treatment . 
App roved 
Richard K. Conant , Dean 
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